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HOW MANY SOCIALISTS ARE THERE IN THE PARLIAMENTS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES?

THERE ARE MANY SOCIALISTS IN THE PARLIAMENTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES. THEY FIGHT FOR THE PEOPLE.

DON'T YOU THINK THE UNITED STATES WITH OVER 100 MILLION PEOPLE, MOST OF THEM WORKING-MEN AND WORKINGWOMEN, OUGHT TO BE REPRESENTED BY SOCIALISTS IN ITS NATIONAL PARLIAMENT AND STATE LEGISLATURES?
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IS THIS A SPIDER? IT IS. WHAT IS ITS OTHER NAME? THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM. HAS HE GOT AN ANT IN HIS WEB? HE HAS. WHAT IS THE ANT'S OTHER NAME? WORK-INGMAN. DOES THE SPIDER LIKE TO HAVE THE ANTS ORGANIZE? NO, HE PREFERENCES TO DEAL WITH THEM "INDIVIDUALLY."
IS THE MAN THROWING A FIT? HE IS. WHY? BECAUSE HE SEES A SOCIALIST GOING INTO PUBLIC OFFICE. WOULD HE BE THROWING A FIT IF THE MAN WERE A DEMOCRAT OR A REPUBLICAN? O, NO! HE HAS BEEN SENDING THEM TO STATE LEGISLATURES AND CITY COUNCILS FOR A LONG TIME.
NO, THIS IS NOT A LOG IN THE STREAM; IT IS AN ALLIGATOR. WHY DOES HE GROW TO LOOK LIKE A LOG? TO FOOL HIS ENEMIES. CAN HUMAN BEINGS FOOL THEIR ENEMIES IN THIS WAY? SURE. CAN GOVERNMENTS FIX UP THEIR APPEARANCE TO LOOK LIKE DEMOCRACY? THEY CAN. BUT THEY DON'T FOOL AS MANY PEOPLE AS THEY USED TO.
DOES A COBWEB CATCH FLIES AND OTHER LITTLE INSECTS? IT DOES. CAN A BIG BUMBLE BEE BUMP HIS WAY THROUGH THE COBWEB? EASILY.
HAVE MOTHER AND FATHER A WORRIED LOOK? THEY HAVE. WILL THE WORRIED LOOK COME OFF? NO. NOT UNTIL THEY GET SENSE ENOUGH TO VOTE IN SOCIALISM. WHAT IS SOCIALISM? IT IS—BUSINESS, OPERATED FOR PUBLIC BENEFIT INSTEAD OF PRIVATE PROFIT.
DOES THE MAN LIKE TO JUMP LIKE A DOG FOR HIS FOOD, SHELTER AND CLOTHING? NO. BUT THE BOSS PULLING THE STRINGS TELLS HIM IT DEVELOPS HIS CHARACTER.
HAS THE SMALL SHOP-KEEPER GIVEN UP TRYING TO BE A BIG CAPITALIST? JUST ABOUT. AT LAST HE BEGINS TO REALIZE THAT HIS STORE IS ONLY A SELLING PLACE FOR THE TRUSTS. WHAT'S HE DOING NOW? HE'S TRYING TO KEEP THE WOLF FROM THE DOOR.
WILL THERE EVER BE ENOUGH ARROWS TO KILL THE MONSTER? SOME DAY. IN THE MEANTIME, EVERY ARROW HELPS.
WHAT ARE THE MEN DOING? ONE IS TALKING ABOUT THE MERITS OF CAPITALISM, AND THE OTHER ABOUT SOCIALISM. IS IT A DEBATE? NO! YOU CAN Seldom get a REPUBLICAN, A DEMOCRAT, OR AN ELOQUENT CORPORATION LAWYER TO DEBATE WITH A SOCIALIST. BUT EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO KEEP THE SOCIALIST FROM TALKING. WHY? BECAUSE TRUTH HURTS.
HAVE GREAT AUTHORS, ECONOMISTS, AND STATESMEN OF THE PAST—BELIEVED IN SOCIALISM AS A PRACTICAL SCIENCE OF GOVERNMENT? THEY HAVE. MANY NAMES SHINE THROUGH THE DARKNESS OF HISTORY. OUR PICTURE SHOWS ONLY A FEW OF THE GREAT NAMES. BUT THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF DISTINGUISHED MEN AND WOMEN IN ALL PROFESSIONS IN THIS DAY WHO ARE SOCIALISTS.
HAVE MANY MEN AND WOMEN BEEN THROWING THEIR VOTES AWAY? THEY HAVE. WILL THEY CONTINUE TO? THEY WILL, AS LONG AS THEY ARE VOTING FOR THE PARTIES OF SPECIAL PRIVILEGE WHICH ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR GRAFT, CORRUPTION, WAR AND POVERTY.
IS HUMAN PROGRESS ALWAYS MISUNDERSTOOD AND CRITICIZED BY THOSE WHO ARE SATISFIED WITH THINGS AS THEY ARE? IT IS.
FOR THE BETTERMENT—OF MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
VOTE THE SOCIALIST TICKET!
READ THE SOCIALIST PRESS!
JOIN THE SOCIALIST PARTY!
ON MY WAY
BY ART YOUNG

The casual autobiography in comment and anecdote, cartoon and confession of America's trenchant social caricaturist—a well known figure in American life.

"I have read ON MY WAY from the first line to the last, read it with smiles and tears tagging each other over my face, and to me, at least, this is the proof of a good book. One who reads and understands will learn something more of life, not of Art Young's life alone, but of all life, with its joys and its tragedies, until one wonders whether life is a joke, or a trick, with a tragic end."—Clarence Darrow.

"ON MY WAY is the homely heart-searching philosophy of a man who would rather be honest than respectable. . . . It is the wandering, witty, wise and sometimes wistful account of how one man regained the clear, serene vision of his childhood before civilization made a butter-and-egg man of him."—Paxton Hibben, The Book League Monthly.

---

TREES AT NIGHT
BY ART YOUNG

"Poems in pictures; prose, sermons and philosophy in black and white. There is something new under the sun and Art Young has given it to the world in this portfolio."—Brooklyn Times.

ON MY WAY, fully illustrated..........$4.00 postpaid
TREES AT NIGHT...................... 3.00 postpaid

Order from: THE ART YOUNG GALLERY
Bethel, Conn.

On Sale at Leading Book Stores
READ
SOCIALIST LITERATURE!

PAMPHLETS

Socialism—What It Is & How to Get It! Oscar Ameringer. $0.10
A Labor Party in America? Hillquit vs. Keating ............ .10
Capitalism, Socialism, Communism Debate .................. .50
Debs and the War ........................................... .15
Labor and the Next War, James Oneal ......................... .10
Next Emancipation, Crosswaith-Oneal ......................... .10
Present Day Socialism, Morris Hillquit ....................... .15
Vienna Under Socialist Rule. Illustrated .................... .50
Why I Am a Socialist, Norman Thomas ....................... .05
Your Unions—Your Future, James Oneal ...................... .10

BOOKS

A History of Socialist Thought, Dr. Harry W. Laidler.
713 pages .................................................. $3.50
Case for Socialism, Fred Henderson ......................... .50
Class Struggle, Karl Kautsky ................................ .60
Cry for Justice, Upton Sinclair, Anthology ................ 1.25
Debs—A Man Unafraid, McAlister Coleman ................... 3.50
Lincoln, Labor, and Slavery, H. Schlueter .................. .75
Meyer London—An East Side Epic, H. Rogoff ................. 1.50
Socialism of Our Times, Laidler and Thomas, eds ........... .50
Voice and Pen of Victor Berger ............................ .50
Walls and Bars—Eugene V. Deb's prison experiences a
his thoughts on them ....................................... .50
What Is Socialism? Jessie W. Hughan .................... .75
What's So and What Isn't, John M. Work ................... .50
Workers in American History, James Oneal .................. 1.00

Send for samples of leaflets and price list of other books
and pamphlets.

THE NEW LEADER, official national weekly, $2.00 a year.
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